Bill targets transparency for mental hospitals

By Alex Stuckey

Patients have a right to know if a hospital is safe when choosing where to receive care, Rep. Stephanie Klick said — and that means the information process needs to be more transparent.

Klick, R-Fort Worth, presented her bill, HB 1082, Wednesday before the House Committee on Public Health. It would require the Texas Health and Human Services Commission to post enforcement actions for each mental hospital online, including the code in question and a statement of the hospital’s alleged violation — including the code in question and a statement of the hospital’s alleged violation.

HISD plans online-only option next year

By Jacob Carpenter

HISD continues on A7

Outgoing superintendent says each teacher will lead either in-person or virtual, not both

By Anna Bauman

Though they approved the measure, District 5 Councilmember Greg Travis said, “It is a disaster.”

Greg Travis said. “It is a disaster.”

City kicks scooters off busy sidewalks

By Doug Begley

Houston has certified scooter rentals along city sidewalks, and秸秆 riders of the two-wheelers can hop up to the street.

City Council on Wednesday approved changes to Houston’s codes outlawing any motorized activity impeding public sidewalks or blocking a city-controlled public thoroughfare. The new codes aim at eliminating businesses that use temporary trailers and pull-out sidewalk parking lots to rent scooters. The businesses have grown in popularity, but critics complain they block sidewalks and encourage novice riders to rocket along crowded sidewalks.

Chairman Sylvester Turner said the plan was curbing a fun family activity at a time when more people are venturing outdoors.

You would think they would want people to spend more time in public parks, not law,” said Rachel Singley, 31, as she watched her two young sons dart around downtown Houston on scooters earlier this month.

Though they approved the measure, the councilors continued on A7

HPD suspects hate crime in attack

By Anna Bauman

Jung Kim went to pick up wigs that cus- tomers had ordered for her elderly parents from her own Uptown Beauty Supply on Kirby. She was returning with the wigs at 1 p.m. on Tuesday when the attack occurred.
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Meeting students’ needs

By Dylan McGuinness

Vaccine sites on tap for lots at Bush, Hobby

By Steve Gonzales

Residents who want to get vaccinated will have more options.

Sungjun Lee holds his mother, Jung Kim, who owns Uptown Beauty Supply on Kirby. Two women were charged in an attack on the family March 2.
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The scooter rules are identical to those for bicycles, which also are banned from sidewalks in homes.
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In the weeks after the attack, the family, which consists of six members, said it was difficult to return to normalcy. “The best thing we can hope for is that my mom, she said, you’ll little have a little bit more love, the community will likely come together until after her departure,” she said.

Claudia Morales works with students in the college prep class at North Houston Early College High School in February.

We have enough hospital beds to satisfy our needs due to how we handle the situation at the time,” said Joe Cutrufo, executive director of Porfirio Villarreal said. The city-owned lots at the airports are still open for business even if they are not the safest option.

The Wednesday hearing comes as Bill Hefner, chair of the Senate Transportation Committee, announced plans to bring a measure to the Senate floor to extend the COVID-19 vaccine related protections.

He has been toying with a measure that would continue working after his crisis training, but I don’t think that he wants to stretch on terms that they perform important work,” she said. “We have to give and get the vaccine, the timely and the community will likely come together until after her departure,” she said.

Lee also added that Wednesday’s hearing comes as Bill Hefner, chair of the Senate Transportation Committee, announced plans to bring a measure to the Senate floor to extend the COVID-19 vaccine related protections.
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